
Dated: 11.01.2016

HEADQUARTERS OFFICE
EMPLOYEES' STATE INSURANCE CORPORATION

(ISO 9001-2008 CERTIFIED)
PANCHDEEP BHAWAN, C.I.G.MARG, NEW DELHI-11000Z.
E-mail: med1-hq@esic.in. Website: www.esic.nic.in

To,
AllSSMCs/SMCs/DMD/DMN/MSs,ESIC
AllRDs/Directors (ifc)/JDs (ifc), ESIC

AllDIMSs/AMOs,
State ESIScheme

Subject: One doctor dispensary norms for more than 2000 IPs family units in newly
implemented areas.

Sir/Madam,

As per ESIC2.0 reforms, the ESIChas to cover entire Districts by 2016 where it is currently
functional. Further expansion will be happening due to increase in coverage by reducing threshold
below 10 and also by covering construction and other unorganized sector workers. Due to this,
manifold increase in the total number of IPs is expected. Based on the earlier decision of ESIC,a
Sub Committee was constituted to suggest on expansion of medical facilities based on geographical
necessity. It has recommended setting up of one doctor dispensary in such uncovered areas which
are to be covered.

In view of the above, ESICorporation in its 167th meeting held on 18th December, 2015 has
approved that in such, to be implemented new areas, if no other appropriate facility is there, ESIC
should open one doctor dispensary with the following features:

A. Staff:
1. Doctor - 1
2. Nurse/ ANM- 1
3. Pharmacist - 1
4. LDC/UDC/MTS- 1

B. Area: 200 sq. mtr. (approx)
In view of the urgency of requirement, porta cabins can be used.

Hence, you are requested to take cognizance of the above decision of the ESJCorporation for
further planning and expansion of the ESIScheme in your respective work area so that the decision
of the ESI Corporation may be implemented smoothly.

This issues with the approval of Director General

YOU~:;lIY.
(Dr Naveen Saxena)

OSD(Medical)
Copy to:

1. PPS/PS to DG/FC/MCfor information.
2. Allthe Divisional Head and CVO,Hqrs. Officefor information.
3. Directors/It, Directors of Hqrs. Officefor information.
4. Website Content Manager with the request to upload this communication on ESICwebsite.
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